this for conventional CT scanners and results illustrated the fall in dose with patient size increase for constant scanner output. The CBCT system geometry differs significantly from conventional CT scanners. E.g. imaging beams are divergent in the longitudinal direction; beams are offset when using medium/large FOV, not exposing the entire patient in every projection; and partial rotation imaging protocols are used. Therefore it is of interest to test if the relationship between phantom size and dose matches that of fan beam CT. Materials and Methods: An Elekta XVI CBCT system has been simulated using GATE, the Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission. Validation measurements in water, of the CBCT beam profile and percentage depth dose, and dose measurements in cylindrical CTDI phantoms all show good agreement with simulated equivalents. CTDI phantoms with diameters ranging from 12 to 48cm were simulated and used to calculate weighted cone beam dose indices (CBDI w ) [2] . Small and medium FOV collimators were used in the simulations, with 120kV x-ray beam and bow-tie filter. Results: CBCT imaging dose falls with increasing patient size (Fig. 1 Table. 1. The CDRAD Analyzer by Artinis makes use of a priori knowledge and although it is not general purpose, that optimization delivers the highest correlation, above 0.9 and the lowest error 0.18.
Conclusions:
In the present study a bench of 10 image quality metrics have been tested. The study revealed that at least one VIF delivered high correlated scores with pshycophysical observations, and another two UQI and IFC delivered noticeable results. Although their performance is bellow the commercial software delivered by Artinis CDRAD Analyzer, an interesting feature of these metrics is that they do not require any previous knowledge of the image. In that sense they could not require any type of pre-registration process or equalization and could be employed more generally for other medical images like CDMAM, ETR1, TOR,... etc. Future research works will evaluate these metrics for different medical images types. (Figs a, b) . A reference phantom image was acquired on a CT-sim scanner (Lightspeed RT16, GEHealthcare, Milwaukee, WI). 3D fast spoiled gradient echo sequence was used in MR acquisition TR/TE=5.8/2.5ms, FOV=500mm, isotropic voxel size=1.3mm, Flip angle=60º, NEX=4, receiver bandwidth =62.5kHz, with geometric correction). Axial, sagittal and coronal images were individually acquired within a single scan. A Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) script was developed to 1) automatically locate all markers in both MR and CT images; 2) establish correspondence between markers in MR and CT images; 3) compute positional deviation of markers to quantify geometric distortion. Absolute marker deviation was calculated as the 3D distance between the marker position in MR image and its corresponding position in CT image.
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Results:
The average and maximum deviations of markers are listed in Table. 1. The sagittal acquisition achieved a <1mm maximum deviation for 100mm DSV, comparable to the image distortion requirement of a CT simulator (AAPM TG-66 Section III-D-4) for treatment planning. The sagittal acquisition outperformed others upto 200mm DSV, while coronal acquisition showed the lowest deviations when DSV≥500mm. The average deviations were smaller or close to 1mm and 2mm within a DSV of 250mm, and 500mm respectively. Considering low marker deviations, coronal acquisition was
